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FADE IN: 

 

INT. BLACK SALOON - NIGHT (STARRY) 

 

AGING MAN screeches car to a halt. Safety belt presses 

into his chest. 

 

He thumps car horn: a coded rhythm to someone. Keeps 

motor chugging.  

 

Waits, impatient. Glowers into blanket of stars. Leather-

gloved hands tighten on wheel. 

 

Front passenger door opens. Into front passenger gets 

YOUNGISH WOMAN. Long beat, both looking ahead. 

 

     AGING MAN 

  You look tired. 

 

     YOUNGISH WOMAN 

  So would you, up all hours. 

 

AGING MAN 

I’ve never screamed. 

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

   (exhales) 

Still got no breast milk. 

 

     AGING MAN 

   (exhaling) 

  Was it all worth it? 

 

     YOUNGISH WOMAN 

   (looking across interior) 

  So this is what you won? 

 

AGING MAN  

And it purrs like a babe. 

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

Are you taking me for a ride? 

 

     AGING MAN 

   (shaking head) 

  Why oh why did you do it? 

 

     YOUNGISH WOMAN 

  It gives my life new meaning! 
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     AGING MAN 

   (thumbing chest) 

  Same here, going on that quiz. 

      

     YOUNGISH WOMAN 

  But exposure on terrestrial tv! 

 

     AGING MAN 

  I've been a nonentity all my life! 

 

     YOUNGISH WOMAN 

  Anonymity is the name of our game. 

 

     AGING MAN 

   (waving it aside) 

  I just blend in with all other  

  contestants everywhere, forever. 

 

     YOUNGISH WOMAN 

  Straight thinking at your age? 

 

     AGING MAN 

  Like me and you together, we cancel  

  each other out. 

 

Youngish Woman debates the point. Aging Man reaches under 

seat, brings out two wrapped items. Sets them in lap, 

unwraps: a silver revolver and a black automatic pistol. 

Youngish Woman doesn’t look. 

 

     YOUNGISH WOMAN 

  I don't get any pleasure out of  

  this any longer. 

 

Aging Man points between guns. 

 

     AGING MAN 

  Don't say you haven't a choice. 

 

Youngish Woman takes guns, turns, weighs each. Returns 

rejected gun. Nestles favoured in lap. 

 

     YOUNGISH WOMAN 

  Is this a life well spent? 

 

     AGING MAN 

  Could always use another method. 

 

Youngish Woman rests head on headrest, glowers at stars.  
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     YOUNGISH WOMAN 

 You know, they say we were all born  

 at the centre of dead stars a long 

 time ago. 

 

   AGING MAN 

Going on that show made me a star for 

a day. 

 

    YOUNGISH WOMAN 

 Why shouldn’t we be one with them 

 again? 

 

AGING MAN 

Motherhood has made you all 

philosophical.  

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

All it does is sharpen your 

priorities. 

 

AGING MAN 

What are you doing afterwards? 

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

It’s my fuckin' business what the 

fuck I’m fuckin' doing afterwards! 

 

AGING MAN 

Right! Right! Am I going soft or 

something asking you about your 

privates?  

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

This is the proverbial one last hit 

for me. 

 

AGING MAN 

What was it that gave it away? 

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

These contracts have financed me a 

getaway.  

 

AGING MAN 

Without your man in tow? 

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

He’ll know nofink’ till it’s over. 
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AGING MAN 

The essence of a professional hit.  

 

Youngish Woman points a rigid finger at Aging Man. 

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

I’ve confided that in you as a 

trusted stranger! 

 

AGING MAN 

(wagging finger) 

Just don’t get any closer than is 

really necessary. 

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

(unflinching) 

I think I’ve always been a loner, 

deep down.  

 

AGING MAN 

I guess that’s why we work so good 

together. 

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

I’m findin’ the anticipation on this 

one's gettin' me a little bit moist. 

 

AGING MAN 

There's a first time for everything. 

 

   YOUNGISH WOMAN 

It's like it's some kind of a... Like 

a ‘tantric’ hit? 

 

     AGING MAN 

Me, I’ve been wondering whether I 

shouldn’t take up with a woman again 

now.  

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

Shagging that quiz "hostess with the 

mostest" don't count? 

 

AGING MAN 

But I don’t know that I could ever 

truly trust one again. 

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

Can you count on me? 
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AGING MAN 

(ruminates) 

Just as well they didn't ask me that 

question on the show. 

 

     YOUNGISH WOMAN 

  The money used to be good. 

 

     AGING MAN 

  But then they started wanting more  

  bang for their bucks. 

 

     YOUNGISH WOMAN 

  We used to be so special. 

 

     AGING MAN 

  Now we’re as put upon as everyone    

  else is. 

 

YOUNGISH WOMAN 

Get out! 

 

AGING MAN 

To bite the hand that feeds you, 

that’s a real big step.  

 

    YOUNGISH WOMAN 

They'd only send someone to find 

us. 

 

    AGING MAN 

      You’ve always been good to me. 

 

Out of nowhere, Youngish Woman shoots Aging Man in temple. She 

wipes fingerprints off gun, tosses it aside. Pats Aging Man. 

 

    YOUNGISH WOMAN 

       You’re a star! 

 

We move in on stars.  Youngish Woman hastens between us, out 

passenger door: sickening screech of brakes outside. Sound of 

horrendous collision – of metal with flesh and bone. The car 

judders. Loose hubcap heard trundling. 

 

FADE OUT. 

 

THE END 

 


